Abstract:
INTRODUCTION
The construction of whole chromosome assemblies from sequencing data is recognised as one of the most challenging problems in modern genomics [1] . The scale of the problem is highlighted by recent developments, for example, the Earth BioGenome Project (EBP) which is a highly ambitious 10 year project to sequence, catalogue and characterise the genomes of 'all' of the Earth's eukaryotic biodiversity [2, 3] . The outcomes of the project will have the capacity to drive significant advances in agriculture, medicine and industry as the biological potential of sequences hidden within the world's hugely diverse set of genomes is realised. The three main project goals focus, firstly, on understanding evolutionary relationships between organisms and hence obtain insights into ecosystem composition, genome evolution and the acquisition of knowledge to accelerate the discovery of new species. The second goal considers conservation and strategies for the regeneration of biodiversity to develop a deeper understanding of the impact of climate change and human activities which will, in turn, facilitate evidence-based conservation. Thirdly the project will address the identification of novel medical resources, new routes to agricultural improvement, the identification of new biomaterials and strategies for enhanced environmental quality. However, the challenges to be addressed for completion of the project are considerable. To date, the genomes of only ~2500 eukaryotic species have been completely or partly sequenced and so only a tiny fraction of the predicted 10-15 million eukaryotic species is currently available for analysis at the genome level. Furthermore, only ~25 of these sequences meet the N50 standard for contig scaffold which quantifies how much of the genome is assembled into larger contigs (such that 50% of the assembled bases are in contigs of size N or greater [2, 4] . The EBP aims to start with the 1.5 million named eukaryotes with an initial target of obtaining quality reference sequences for a single member of each of the 9000 or so eukaryote families. The recognition that, with rapidly decreasing costs, whole genomes might be sequenced for just ~100 USD in the near future (for example on Illumina NovaSeq platforms) provides an indication that the target sequencing aims might be achieved cost-effectively.
However, despite the great success of numerous sequencing projects to date, de novo sequence assembly presents many difficulties. Most sequencing projects apply 'short read' shotgun sequencing and this approach has been highly effective for sequence analysis of many genomes, particularly in the recognition of disease-related variation in human data. Short-read sequence data are most frequently used for alignment against an established reference sequence to localise important DNA variants or polymorphisms which may be related to a phenotype of interest. This strategy has enabled the identification of mutations underlying many human diseases [5] . Success in the analysis of sequences from disease case samples, and subsequent recognition of disease causal variation is dependent on the alignment of sequences from the patient against the high-quality human reference sequence. The reference sequence was established using a combination of strategies including, relatively expensive and low-throughput, Sanger sequencing to produce long sequence reads of high quality. The assembly was supported through the use of dense genetic and physical maps as scaffolds and with further application of shotgun sequencing using a tiling path of short and long insert clones. The genetic and physical maps were essential to assign order and orientation to sequence contigs enabling the construction of whole chromosome assemblies [6 -8] .
In contrast to the development of the human genome sequence, high costs and technical complexities mean that achieving comparable high-quality sequence assemblies for most other species is unlikely to be possible. For most species draft genome sequences contain thousands of sequence contigs with limited information on how these can be assembled into representations of individual chromosomes. Because chromosome-level representations of the sequence are usually incomplete and may contain errors the value of these data for molecular and evolutionary studies is reduced. Therefore, a range of strategies is required to maximise the value of any sequence data obtained. This is important because the sequences of individual genes may be broken and/or badly annotated and lack the correct genomic context to facilitate detailed comparative analysis [9 -11] . An overview of recent developments and a review of the range of strategies available to enhance chromosome-level assembly, along with the different potential of these methods for resolving some of these difficulties, are considered here.
THE STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGIES
De novo assembly from Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) data [12] requires the grouping of short sequence reads into contigs using regions of overlap [13] . Contigs are then assembled into scaffolds using 'paired-end' reads which are the two sequenced ends of a longer DNA insert from a library of cloned DNA fragments [14] . The success of contig assembly depends in part on the size of the sequenced DNA fragments. Paired-end sequencing of larger library fragments or longer sequence reads is more useful for covering genome regions where the contigs are separated by tracts of repetitive DNA in which accurate sequencing is difficult. The sequence scaffolds may then be further integrated into chromosome assemblies often through the use of a chromosome-spanning genetic or physical map. However, such maps may be unavailable, technically challenging to construct or too costly to generate. For this reason, chromosome-level assemblies can be particularly difficult to achieve.
The problems presented by the alternative sequencing technologies (Sanger, short read 'next generation' and longer read 'third generation' sequencing) relate to variation in cost, throughput, error rate and coverage of difficult-tosequence regions. Broadly, Sanger sequencing is low-throughput and relatively expensive but with low error rates and cleaner resolution of some complex genomic regions. Short read sequencing is relatively inexpensive and highthroughput but alignment difficulties confound analysis of complex regions. Although using longer reads may resolve some of these regions the error rates may be higher and costs increased. Sanger technology using clones is much better at identifying segmental duplications and so relying on shotgun methods may miss important lineage-specific regions, as happened in earlier drafts of the mouse genome sequence. Refinement of the mouse genome yielded 140 megabases of new sequence which was missing from the earlier assembly. The new assembly included 1000s of evolutionary recent genes which are specific to mice, along with genome regions containing much duplication which were resistant to sequencing [15] .
De novo assembly using short sequence reads exacerbate the problems because of the difficulty in distinguishing between, for example, paralagous loci which have limited sequence divergence. Progress in the development of algorithms which facilitate de novo assembly using short read sequences has not been sufficient to date to support the use of these methods for routine assembly of genomes [16] . In general, de novo assemblies using short reads require 5-10 fold more highly fragmented sequence data than was used for developing the finished human sequence [6] .
A combination of short and long read technologies has been used to improve assembly [17] . The genome assembly of the Loblolly Pine (Pinus taeda) [18] was developed firstly through constructing a fragmented draft assembly which was based on Illumina short sequence reads. The assembly was subsequently improved using long sequence reads from Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) Single Molecule Real Time Sequencing [19] . However, in general, the longer reads (each 10 kb) have a relatively high error rate (~15%) and therefore more sequencing (higher 'read depths'), with increased costs, is required to achieve robust sequence assemblies.
SPECIES-SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
The size, spacing and arrangement of repetitive DNA regions can present problems for assemblers but the extent to which these regions confound assembly can depend on genome composition for a particular species. The genomes of some highly inbred organisms, such as laboratory strains of worms, fish, or mice, may be particularly amenable to sequencing because of low levels of polymorphism which can greatly simplify assembly. The degree of genomic polymorphism can vary in unexpected ways, for example, the genome of the sea squirt (Ciona savignyi) [20] has a considerably higher density of polymorphic sites (1 per 50-100 base pairs) compared to the human genome (1 per 1000 base pairs) [2] . Sequence assembly is difficult because the differences between reads due to polymorphism may be misinterpreted by assemblers and errors introduced in the sequence. The alternative computer algorithms used for assembly have variable strengths and the choice of the best approach is likely to vary by organism [9] . For example, solutions which are effective for small bacterial genomes may be impossible and/or impractical for use with eukaryotic genomes which have far more extensive repetitive sequences.
A MAP IS NEEDED
Because sequencing generates contigs of limited length there are usually numerous gaps spanning regions which are resistant to short range sequencing. Badly located contigs, along with incorrect ordering within contigs, reduce the value of the assembly for comparative genomics because as false breakpoints may lead to incorrect evolutionary inferences. Lewin et al., [21] point out that draft, and even 'finished' sequences, can fail to provide enough fine scale 'granularity' to allow deep analysis of the expansion and adaptation of gene families across different evolutionary lineages. They propose continued development and application of high-resolution physical maps of chromosomes as essential frameworks for annotation and evolutionary analysis of genomes. Independent physical maps, when used together with sequence assemblies, facilitate the ordering and orientation of sequence contigs for whole genome assembly.
Framework maps include genetic linkage maps which were utilised successfully in the development of the scaffold of the human genome sequence [22] . Linkage data have been used for the correction of draft genomes [23] and when combined with de novo sequencing, have enabled improved sequence assemblies [11, 21] . Linkage maps depend on analysis of genetic recombination between related individuals using genotyped polymorphic markers positioned along the length of chromosomes. Map construction usually requires the establishment of a 'mapping population' which in turn depends on substantial investment of resources. Recombination patterns can enable recognition of linkage groups specifying polymorphism order and genetic distance ultimately forming whole chromosome maps as scaffolds for assembly of shorter sequence contigs. However, because there are a limited number of meiotic breaks along individual chromosomes within each generation of the mapping population the resolution of the linkage map may be insufficient to provide a framework for assembly of relatively short sequence contigs. Furthermore, the computational challenges associated with reliably ordering marker polymorphisms to form a linkage map should not be underestimated [11] . Because genetic linkage maps require analysis of meiotic events across pedigrees they may be too costly or impractical to construct for many species.
Radiation Hybrid (RH) maps [24] were used successfully as physical map scaffolds during the construction of the human reference genome sequence. These, along with Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) derived maps [25] and Zoo-FISH [26] , have been used to anchor genome sequence assemblies of species such as macaque, dog, rat, horse, opossum and cattle [21] . More recent physical mapping developments include sequence motif maps made using optical mapping [27] . Optical mapping labels specific motifs in single DNA molecules and these molecules are then stretched uniformly allowing measurement of physical map distances between the labelled motifs. This is a high-throughput method which uses nanofluidic chips with nanochannels to maintain long DNA molecules in a uniformly elongated state. Fluorescently labelled DNA molecules are imaged after being drawn into nanochannels. These maps may inform contig order and orientation and highlight incorrectly assembled contigs, which can then be corrected iteratively to improve the assembly. The average spacing between motifs is of the order of ~9 kb in the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) region example described [27] . Because long chromosome fragments are involved phased haplotypes may also be resolved. Sequence motif maps are proposed as scaffolds for the de novo assembly of sequence contigs including the assembly of sequences in complex genomic regions. However, the technique is technically challenging and only offers coverage at mid-range (multiple kilobase) resolution [6] .
Genome-wide patterns of chromatin interaction offer another strategy for developing a long-range scaffold for chromosome assembly [6] . The Hi-C method relies on the three-dimensional folding of chromosomes which bring distant functional elements into close proximity. Proximity ligation enables loci which are interacting in the nucleus to be fixed such that the links between them remain stable once the DNA is fragmented. Fragments containing these junctions are sequenced to produce a catalog of interacting fragments [28, 29] . Analysis of these data reveals that the genome has components with open, accessible and active chromatin and a dense compartment with closed, inaccessible and inactive chromatin. Burton et al., [6] describe a method to extract long-range information for ordering and orienting genome sequences in chromosome assemblies. The technique relies on the expectation that intra-chromosomal contacts are much more frequent that inter-chromosomal. Specifically, although the probability of interaction decays rapidly as a function of distance, even loci separated by more than 200 Mb are more likely to show a higher frequency of interaction than loci on different chromosomes [28] . The program LACHESIS (ligating adjacent chromatin enables scaffolding in situ) [6] uses the signal due to genomic proximity for ultra-long-range scaffolding to support genome assembly. Given a set of contigs from a draft sequence assembly and a corresponding set of Hi-C links, LACHESIS recognises contigs from the same chromosome as having more Hi-C links enabling clustering of contigs into chromosome groups. Further scaffolding is achieved because contigs located in close proximity tend to have more links between them. This enables ordering and eventually precise positioning using the links between close contigs to facilitate orientation of fragments. The method has been shown effective for assigning, ordering and orienting chromosome contigs even including the spanning of centromere gaps which may be multiple megabases in size. In simulations, using human genome data, this approach achieved 98% accuracy for assigning scaffolds to chromosome groups and 99% accuracy in ordering and orienting scaffolds within chromosome groups. One technical difficulty is the requirement for substantial quantities of DNA. The authors recognise that, although the method enables chromosome-scale scaffolding, the contiguity needed for the initial de novo assembly (fragments size in the order of 50 kb) might be difficult to achieve for application to some organisms. Therefore the need for methods which provide 'intermediate' contiguity is pressing.
CONTIG ORDERING AND ORIENTATION USING CROSS-SPECIES SYNTENY
A number of methods use cross-species synteny to identify relationships between sequence fragments and this information can be useful to guide chromosome assembly. The sequenced genomes of closely related species are likely to have been subject to relatively few sequence inversions, translocations, fusions and fissions during evolution. Understanding the pattern of chromosome rearrangement throughout genome evolution is essential for resolving mechanisms of speciation and species adaptation. The application of synteny relationship data for understanding relationships between contigs is facilitated where there are existing reference genomes for closely-related species which have robustly established and reliable sequence assembly (for example comparison between human and chimpanzee genomes) [30] .
Many of the larger differences between species arise because of the existence of a relatively small number of Evolutionary Breakpoint Regions (EBRs) which are 'fragile' chromosome sites which are prone to reorganisation [31, 32] . While broad relationships between larger chromosome segments might be readily seen the assembly of more complex sequence-based assembly data, which contain numerous genome reorganisation events, including duplications and deletions, presents analytical challenges.
Bourque and Pevzner [33] develop an algorithm for understanding rearrangements based on 'reversal' distance which enables phylogenetic tree construction. Genome rearrangement analysis constructs phylogenetic trees based on the orders of genes. Inversions are frequently observed and these are referred to as reversals: gene orders can be represented in the form of signed integers where the sign denotes orientation. If two alternative orders are considered as permutations then the reversal distance [34] is defined as the smallest number of reversals needed to convert one permutation into the other. Other methods apply graph theory to use information about modern species to infer segment order in the ancestral genome [35] . Kim et al., [36] describe 'reference-assisted chromosome assembly' (RACA) an algorithm to reliably order and orient sequence scaffolds into chromosome assemblies using paired-end read and comparative genome information. The algorithm considers comparisons between the target species sequences, the reference genome of a closely related species and one or more outgroup genomes which provide evolutionary information. The algorithm uses comparative genome information to compute scores which reflect the likelihood that two syntenic fragments are adjacent in the target genome considering adjacencies in the reference and outgroup genomes, along with evidence from paired-end reads which support the adjacency. The RACA algorithm constructs chains of syntenic fragments stepwise using adjacency scores as weights. RACA is shown to be capable of predicting genome-wide chromosome organisation for a de novo sequenced species without the need for a genetic or physical map. However, success depends on the closeness of the relationship between the target and reference species which impacts the alignability of the target sequences to the reference. Therefore the method is particularly useful for assemblies within the major phylogenetic clades of vertebrates where there are many existing genome assemblies [37] . For example, the authors were able to use RACA to reconstruct chromosomes from Tibetan antelopes (Pantholops hodgsonii) using homology with cattle chromosomes.
For sequence-based and genome-wide comparisons, where numerous rearrangements are likely, resolving the complex rearrangement between multiple species is extremely challenging. However, precise resolution of, for example, EBRs is important because properties of the underlying sequence within these regions might reflect the genes which determine differences between species lineages, justifying the effort for fine-scale chromosome reconstruction [21, 38] . As more genome sequences for diverse species are assembled new opportunities arise for exploiting syntenic relationships to guide chromosome level construction. Kim et al., [36] describe the DESCHRAMBLER algorithm which considers syntenic regions from whole genome sequence data. The algorithm is evolution-based evaluating adjacency probabilities for pairs of syntenic fragments in a target ancestor based on the order and orientation of the segments in related species. The most likely paths are identified to represent order and orientation of the fragments in the target ancestor. Evaluation of the algorithm determined 162 chromosomal breakpoints (at 300 Kb resolution) over 105 million years of mammalian evolution (from the eutherian ancestor's genome to humans). A reliable reference genome (the human genome was used for these evaluations) is critical for success in forming the backbone for alignment of orthologous chromosome regions in different species. Such a procedure is more easily achieved in, for example, the mammalian lineage, given the quality of the human reference sequence, but for less well studied lineages, such as many that will be represented in the EBP, there are likely to be greater difficulties.
ORDERING AND ORIENTATION BY LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM
In human populations Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) usually extends further than the longer sequence reads (up tõ 50 kb [39] ), but extends further still in more inbred species. LD maps have a much higher resolution than linkage maps because LD structure depends in part on recombination events accumulated over many generations. For this reason LD structure may usefully inform the ordering and orientation of relatively short sequence contigs of up to a few kilobases in length. Since LD maps are constructed from population data (typically unrelated individuals from a population) there is no requirement to establish a mapping population in which recombination events are traced in families, as required for the construction of linkage maps. Ennis et al., [40] consider the use of LD for discriminating between draft locus orders in a small genomic region. They concluded that LD can be a powerful strategy for identifying the correct orders of polymorphisms in a genome region.
Khatkar et al., [41] and Jones et al., [42] employ the LODE (Locus Ordering by Linkage Disequilibrium) algorithm to position 'orphan' SNPs within genetic linkage map scaffolds. This approach has been shown to improve assembly by locally increasing marker coverage and therefore aiding the positioning of shorter sequence contigs. Through this method the resolution of the linkage map scaffold can be substantially increased. The method is also useful for validating the quality of an assembly by testing the strength of evidence for the positions of SNPs already located in the assembly. Jones et al., [42] applied this approach to develop an integrated linkage and LD map of the Pacific White Shrimp (Litopenaeus vannamei). A linkage scaffold and LD data from 75 individuals was used as the basis to position several hundred SNPs within the scaffold.
Linkage disequilibrium maps [39, 43] are constructed from population data but are closely analogous to the genetic linkage map because LD structure is determined to a large degree by accumulated recombination events. Pengelly and Collins [44] describe a method for ordering, orienting and positioning sequenced contigs using LD maps. The maps are constructed using SNP genotype data from unrelated individuals. The pattern of LD across a contig, where the internal order of SNPs is known, is quantified in Linkage Disequilibrium Units (LDUs) such that one LDU is the distance along the chromosome over which LD declines to 'background' levels. The LD structure of a chromosome includes regions with strong LD, which have low haplotype diversity (LD blocks), interrupted by narrow regions of intense LD breakdown which broadly align with recombination hotspots [45, 46] .
The evaluation of the method considers alternative orders and orientations for a small number of sequenced contigs for which SNP genotype data are available. A simulation study considers alternative orders and orientations for three contigs in which the combined re-arranged assembly is treated as a single map. The map with the shortest LDU length corresponds to the correct order and orientation. Alternative incorrect orders and orientations have elevated LDU map lengths. The approach may be less able to resolve misorientated individual contigs but is more effective at determining the correct contig order. Because unrelated individuals in population samples are used to construct an LD map this approach is relatively inexpensive and much less technically demanding than construction of a linkage map through establishing a mapping population. However, the method requires genotyping of SNPs for multiple unrelated individuals to effectively 'tag' each contig. Such data are likely to be available for organisms where there is a focussed effort to establish covering SNP panels, for example for species of actual, or potential, commercial interest.
DISCUSSION
It is clear that short-read sequencing strategies alone will not be suitable for establishing reliable orders of contigs on scaffolds to enable detailed investigation of comparative genomes [2] . The presence of extensive repetitive sequences which are resistant to short read sequencing, along with closely similar representatives of large gene families and the presence of abundant copy number variation, present major difficulties. Longer reads (for example read lengths of the order of 200 base pairs) [47] may be effective for chromosome level assembly in the absence of a covering map but have had more limited application for assembly to date [9] .
The EBP [2] aims to construct high quality reference genomes for a member of each eukaryotic family to guide the assembly of lower quality, but informative, sequence builds for other species in the same family. The authors recognise that the longer read techniques and optical mapping [27] and other methods to build robust scaffolds such as Hi-C [6] , can be technically challenging and require large quantities of high-quality DNA with consequently increased costs and difficulties for DNA acquisition and processing. Pilot studies are underway to inform future efforts recognising that a multi-technique approach is likely to be essential to achieve the family-specific aim. The extent to which technically demanding approaches, such as optical mapping, can be scaled-up to achieve the project's aims is subject to further research. A major consideration is the relationship between sequence contig size and coverage and the resolution of the chromosome-wide map. Maps with low resolution might be too coarse to guide positioning and orientation of relatively short sequence contigs. Map-building strategies vary in their resolution. Within linkage maps, for example, polymorphic markers might be reliably ordered only where they are at least one megabase apart providing a very coarse framework only likely to be useful in locating larger sequence contigs. LD maps are much higher resolution and the two have been used successfully together to create a finer covering map.
CONCLUSION
The impact of differences in sequence composition across species, including variation in the proportion and size of repetitive regions alongside variability in polymorphism, depends on the family and species under consideration. Furthermore the requirement for high quality sequence assembly is likely to vary widely with species. Species of known or potential commercial value, or key species for use as reference genomes for a family, will be subject to higher requirement for sequence build 'polishing'. Because assembly algorithms are focussed on developing longer contigs incorrect joins and orientations are a possibility [9] therefore sequence polishing needs to expect this possibility and revision using alternative sources of information (such as LD structure) have the potential to resolve these errors.
A combination of strategies is likely to be the best way to optimise the value of the vast sequence datasets which are he Challenge of Genome The Open Bioinformatics Journal, 2018, Volume 11 237 now being developed or planned. Tang et al., [48] describe a tool called ALLMAPS which recognises the importance of combined approaches for chromosomal assemblies. ALLMAPS is designed to integrate multiple maps within a unified framework. The primary focus is on integration of genetic maps but extension to other types of data (for example optical maps and synteny information) is described. Ongoing development of this and similar approaches aimed at recovering more useful information for assembly from species with diverse sequences is important. Although sequencing costs are reducing the scale of the developing sequencing projects mean that the value of low-coverage sequence data needs to be maximised. Optimal strategies will be fine-tuned as more information is gathered and in particular knowledge of differences in sequence composition across genomes emerges. This information will facilitate choice of mapping strategy including the need for and composition of a suitable framework map and ways that might be achieved. In this way the challenge of genome assembly might be met with subsequent dramatic yields in understanding of the potential of diverse genome sequences.
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